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Abstract: This work is to design a microstrip ring resonator 

(MRR) sensor that has the capability to measure the Q-factor and 

dielectric constant of the selective material. The first step is to 

design a basic microstrip ring resonator, called Design A. Then the 

enhancement coupling method of microstrip ring resonator, called 

Design B is done to improve the performance of the return loss and 

to ensure the wanted resonant frequency. The performance of this 

enhancement coupling method of microstrip ring resonator shows 

of the resonant frequency at 2.096 GHz with the return loss of – 

22.063 dB and bandwidth of 10 MHz in between of 2.090 GHz and 

2.100 GHz. Using this return loss and the resonant frequency, the 

Q-factor can be calculated. Then, this microstrip ring resonator 

with the selective material under test (MUT) or namely as the 

sample are simulated and compared with the air (εr = 1) as the 

reference sample. The MUT that apply in this work are Roger 5880 

(εr = 2.2), Roger 4350 (εr = 3.48) and FR-4 (εr = 4.4) while the 

measured dielectric constant that captured are 0.958, 2.163, 3.437, 

4.360, respectively. 

 
Keywords: Microwave ring resonator; Q-factor; resonant 

frequency, dielectric constant, permittivity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dielectric constant or sometimes called permittivity εr is 

the important and decisive parameters that used to measure the 

material characteristic, especially in radio frequency and 

microwave range area [1]. The dielectric properties for all 

material are different to each other’s. So, the researcher must 

be measured first the material properties to ensured it used the 

correct material and acceptable to their measurement. 

This dielectric constant value can be obtained by variation 

of microwave sensors, depends on the technique, material 

under test (MUT), the frequency used and others [2].  
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The examples technique that used currently is free space 

technique [3], resonant cavity technique [4], planar resonator 

technique [5], near-field sensors [6], dielectric probe [7] and 

transmission-line technique [8]. 

All technique is having its own limitation or weakness with 

different of the size of structure, accuracy, easy or not to 

manufacture, and sometimes depends it’s on the material which 

is solid, gas or liquid. Planar resonator sensor is one of the 

easy, not-expensive to fabricate with no special sample 

handling. This sensor can apply at two different material of 

solid and liquid while it also covers the high temperature 

measurement. 

The examples of this sensor that apply in their works are 

microfluidic planar resonator by Chretiennot [9], compact 

planar resonator by Lee [10], split ring resonator (SSRR) based 

microwave sensor by Alahnomi [11], and microfluidic circular 

substrate integrated waveguide CSIW Resonator Sensor by 

Bahar [12]. Ring resonator structure for microwave sensor is 

also can be defined as the basic structure that been research by 

several authors such as coupled ring resonator by Zarifi [13] 

and microwave ring resonator by Jilani [14],  

The resonant sensor is considered designed to obtain a sharp 

oscillation at the selective wanted frequency. The relation 

between material under test and the resonator with the 

electromagnetic field has a capability to shift the resonant 

frequency (fr) and effect the bandwidth value of the resonator. 

The shifted of the resonant frequency basically can be 

correlated with the dielectric properties of the material under 

test and the electric field at the current point where this material 

is located. 

A preferable microwave resonator must be having a low 

accuracy, good return loss performance and acceptable 

Q-factor value depends on the industries that perform a 

different method to capture their objective and output. The 

Q-factor of the MUT is the important parameter that can 

straightly depends on the quality factor of the reference sample 

(empty sample) with the variation of the size, shape, dielectric 

properties and the distance between of the MUT and the 

resonant sensor. This microwave resonator sensor (MRS) 

usually applies the GHz for frequency for measuring their 

material electromagnetics properties as their standards. 

In this work, firstly a basic and the enhancement design of 

the microstrip ring resonator (MRR) are design in CST 

Microwave Studio simulation software. 
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 Then, from the return loss and resonant frequency of these 

structures, the Q-factor and the dielectric constant of the 

material under test can be calculated using the curve fitting 

method. Lastly, the calculated and the known dielectric 

constant can be compared to shows the accurate value between 

these two values.   

II. MICROSTRIP RING RESONATOR DESIGN 

There are two stages of the microstrip ring resonator sensor 

design in this work. Firstly, is Design A with a basic 

microwave circular resonator. Then, it followed by the Design 

B of the enchantment method of microstrip ring resonator 

sensor. All these two design stages are designed in CST 

Microwave Studio simulation software. FR-4 substrate with 

permittivity,  of 4.4 and thickness of 1.6 mm is used with the 

copper strip with the thickness of 0.035 mm.  

A. Design A - Basic Microstrip Ring Resonator 

 

Microstrip ring resonator (MRR) structure is a closed-loop 

transmission line. Every application must be located at a 

desired resonant frequency to operate. To determine the 

wanted resonant frequency, the power is capacitive coupling 

through the feed-line and the gap between them. The important 

theory that must be taken place is the value of the different 

dielectric constant can be obtained when the substrate surface 

is located at the different place. So, this situation will effect the 

resonant frequency. 

This microstrip ring resonator is planned and consider by the 

mathematical analysis using several formulas Before design 

the basic microstrip ring resonator, the resonant frequency of 

the must be chosen as the based calculation using the formula 

in Equation (1): 
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Inductance, L can be determined by Equation (2): 
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With Rm = main radius of the ring, h = height of the substrate 

and W = width of the feed-line. The capacitor, C can change the 

resonant frequency value and it can be obtained by using 

Equation (3):  
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Where A = area of the gap, d = Distance of the gap and εr = 

relative permittivity of dielectric presents between the plates. 

The feed-line dimension and coupling can be considered using 

the subsequent equations which the Equation (4) is to calculate 

the area, A. 
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Where d is the thickness of the substrate. The feedline and 

coupling gap are obtained by using Equation (6) and Equation 

(7) respectively. 
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∴ λg is the wavelength at the given frequency.  

Where effective permittivity, εeff 
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Figure 1 shows the basic microstrip ring resonator. This 

structure is design with the feedline and circular ring. The port 

is connected with the feedline part. A coupling gap is basically 

design did not connect between feedline and ring resonator 

structure. 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic microstrip ring resonator, Design A 

 

Figure 2 represents the resonant frequency, S11 performance 

for the basic microstrip ring resonator sensor. The compulsory 

parameters that consider in this work are the resonant 

frequency and the bandwidth (BW) performance.  In this case, 

it shows the resonant frequency at 2.089 GHz with the return 

loss of - 1.497 dB. This structure does not fulfill the 

requirement better – 10 dB. Then, the enhancement of the 

resonator structure can be done in the next stage. 

 

 
Figure 2: The S11 of the basic microstrip ring resonator 

sensor 
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B. Design B - Enhancement Microstrip Ring Resonator 

 

To cater the problem in the Design A, an enhancement 

coupling method to improve the strength of the coupling in the 

sensor are introduce by Design B. The additional of Y-shaped 

is the part of the enhanced coupling periphery functional to 

decrease the insertion loss and improve the capacitance gap in 

the sensor, respectively. This enhances coupling method is 

usually applied in radio frequency filter design. The dimension 

of the enhancement coupling method of microstrip ring 

resonator, Design B is illustrating in Figure 3. Table I shows 

the dimension of the enhancement coupling method of 

microstrip ring resonator of Design B. 

 

 
Figure 3: Design of enhancement coupling method of 

microstrip ring resonator, Design B 

 

Table I: Dimension of enhancement coupling method of 

microstrip ring resonator, Design B 
Parameter Symbol Dimension (mm) 

Substrate thickness Ts 1.60 

Length of substrate Lg 80.66 

Width of substrate Wg 55.96 

Length of feedline Lf 18.86 

Width of feedline Wf 2.50 

Outer ring Ro 13.25 

Inner ring Ri 10.75 

Gap G 0.30 

 

Figure 4 represents the resonant frequency of the 

enhancement coupling method of microstrip ring resonator, 

Design B. It shows that this structure operates at 2.096 GHz 

with the return loss of – 22.063 dB. It also shows the bandwidth 

10 MHz in between of 2.090 GHz and 2.100 GHz. This 

parameter can be used and apply in the next Q-factor 

calculation and measured the dielectric properties.  

Besides that, the electromagnetic field in the microstrip ring 

resonator can be seen using this software, shown in Figure 5. 

Usually, the microwave planar resonator sensor design has a 

ground conductor. From the ground conductor, the electric 

field is propagated in quasi-TEM mode between the substrate 

and material above the substrate, basically, it is copper. After 

that, the characteristic impedance of the planar transmission 

line necessity be instantly coordinated with the frequency.  

 

 
Figure 4: Performance of enhancement coupling method of 

microstrip ring resonator, Design B 

 

The maximum volume of the electric field is important to 

ensure the high sensitivity of the resonator sensor. Figure 5 

illustrates the electric field distribution for microstrip ring 

resonator, Design B. Higher electric field part is referring by 

the red color, follows by yellow, green, light blue and lowest 

part with dark blue. In this case, the ring and the feedline is the 

best part that has an acceptable accuracy for this resonator. So, 

the material under test (sample) can be located at this part to 

give the acceptable value of the Q-factor and dielectric 

constant. 

 

 
Figure 5: Electric filed distribution for microstrip ring 

resonator, Design B 

III. Q-FACTOR AND DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF 

MATERIAL 

This section focuses on the Q-factor and dielectric 

properties of material measurement. Firstly, it starts with the 

added a MUT (sample) at the above the microstrip ring 

resonator. This sample is locating on the feed-line and the ring 

such as illustrated in Figure 6. The sample must be located at 

the maximum electric field point to effect the decreasing of 

Q-factor value while also effect to reduce the resonant 

frequency performance.  
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In this case four different samples that consider are FR-4 (εr 

= 4.4), Roger 5880 (εr = 2.2), Roger 4350B (εr = 3.48) and air. 

The air is considered as the reference sample, because its 

dielectric constant is 1.0. The size of each sample is width, w = 

17.0 mm while the length, l = 25.0 mm.  

 

 
Figure 6: The location of sample on the microstrip ring 

resonator sensor 

 

Figure 7 shows the effect on the resonant frequency with 

different samples on microstrip ring resonator sensor. It shows 

that the microstrip ring resonator with air and microstrip ring 

resonator without the sample has the same resonant frequency 

of 2.096 GHz. It is because microstrip ring resonator without 

sample basically has the same dielectric properties. 

 

 
Figure 7: Effect on the resonant frequency with 

different samples on microstrip ring resonator sensor 

This is different with the other three samples which are 

shifted to left compared with the reference sample of air. It 

shows that the resonant frequency for Roger 5880, Roger 

4350B and FR-4 are 2.06 GHz, 2.042 GHz and 1.997 GHz 

with return loss of – 30.721 dB, - 23.286 dB and – 16.891 dB, 

respectively. This situation happens since the maximum 

electric field of the resonator is perturbed at the sample and 

besides that, the fringing fields are intensive move into the 

sample at the above. 

Using this information, the Q-factor of the microstrip ring 

resonator can be defined by applying the Equation (9).  
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By applying this formula, the Q-factor of the microstrip ring 

resonator sensor with the reference sample is shown as 437. 

The Q-factor for Roger 5880, Roger 4350B, and FR-4 are 190, 

1127 and 449 using the – 3 dB bandwidth 0.0036547 GHz, 

0.0090973 GHz, and 0.021045 GHz, respectively. The highest 

Q-factor is achieved by Roger 5880, followed by Roger 

4350B. 

It shows that the addition sample can change the Q-factor of 

the microstrip ring resonator. Inappropriately, the reduction or 

increasing value are not static depends on the dielectric 

constant. This is existing since each of the samples is located 

with variation permittivity, but it also did not have the same 

thickness. Table II shows the several performances of the 

resonant frequency with different samples on microstrip ring 

resonator sensor (simulation) 

Besides that, the resonant frequency shift, fshift percentage of 

the simulation results can be calculated for each sample by 

using Equation (10) below:  

 

                          100
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f f
f x
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            (10)

           

 Table II: The performance of the resonant frequency with 

different samples on microstrip ring resonator sensor 

(simulation) 

Type 

of 

sample 

Permittivit

y (εr) 

Freque

ncy 

(GHz) 

Different of 

frequency 

(GHz) with 

reference 

Percenta

ge of 

shifting 

(%) 

Q- 

factor 

Air 

(referen

ce) 

1.0 2.096 0 0 437 

Roger 

5880 

2.2 2.060 0.036 1.7 1127 

Roger 

4350 

3.48 2.042 0.054 2.6 449 

FR-4 4.4 1.997 0.099 4.7 190 

 

Figure 8 represents the fabricated microstrip ring resonator 

sensor, design by FR-4 structure. This design is the same as 

the simulation in CST. The SMA connector is connected with 

the feedline and followed the ring-shaped structure. 

  Figure 8: The fabricated microstrip ring resonator 

sensor 
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Figure 9(a) represents the measurement setup of microstrip 

ring resonator sensor using vector network analyzer (VNA). It 

shows that the SMA connector is connected with the cable 

wire to VNA. Figure 9(b) shows the placement of the sample 

on the fabricated microstrip ring resonator.  

 
(b) 

Figure 9: Measurement setup, (a) the one microstrip ring 

resonator sensor connected with vector network analyzer 

(VNA), (b) sample on the microstrip ring resonator sensor. 

 

After measuring process done, it slightly shows same 

resonant frequency results with the simulation in CST 

Microwave Studio that achieve 2.096 GHz with return loss 

reduction to – 11.8 dB and the bandwidth of 0.019888 GHz. 

Using the same Q-factor formula, the value that calculated is 

211 only, compared with the simulation that shows 437. Figure 

10 and Table III shows the performance of the enhancement 

coupling method of microstrip ring resonator, Design B 

(fabricated). 

 

 
Figure 10: Performance of enhancement coupling method of 

microstrip ring resonator, Design B (fabricated) 

 

 

Table III: The performance of the resonant frequency with 

different samples on microstrip ring resonator sensor 

(fabricated) 
Type of 

sample 

Permittivi

ty (εr) 

Frequenc

y (GHz) 

Different of 

frequency 

(GHz) with 

reference 

Percent

age of 

shifting 

(%) 

Q 

-factor 

Air 

(referen

ce) 

1.0 2.096 0 0 211 

Roger 

5880 

2.2 2.075 0.021 1.7 178 

Roger 

4350 

3.48 2.045 0.051 2.6 535 

FR-4 4.4 2.0 0.096 4.7 552 

 

 By using the curve fitting method, the Equation (11) for the 

MUTs dielectric constant is extracted from the measured data 

of the selective samples. Figure 11 shows the relationship 

between the resonance frequency and the dielectric constant 

or permittivity graphically.  

         2292.71 ( ) 1163.5 ( ) 1151.8r rf x f x                    (11) 

Figure 11: Curve fitting method for dielectric constant 

value 

 
 It shows that Table IV describes the calculated dielectric 

constant from the equation. Compare with the theoretical 

dielectric constant and the calculated dielectric constant using 

the equation, it shows that the air shows the highest error with 

4.23 % while the FR-4 shows the lowest error with only 0.91 

%. It shows that the calculated dielectric constant of the air, 

Roger 5880, Roger 4350 and FR-4 is 0.958, 2.163, 3.437 and 

4.360 compared with the theoretical dielectric constant of 1, 

2.2, 3.48 and 4.4, respectively. 

 

Table IV: The calculated dielectric constant from the equation 
Type of 

sample 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Theoritical 

dielectric 

constant (εr) 

Calculated dielectric 

constant (εr) from 

equation 

Error 

(%) 

Air 2.096 1 0.958 4.23 

Roger 

5880 

2.075 2.2 2.163 1.68 

Roger 

4350 

2.045 3.48 3.437 1.24 

FR-4 2.0 4.4 4.360 0.91 

 

 

 

(a) 

(a) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This work successfully to design a microstrip ring resonator 

(MRR) sensor that has the capability to measure the Q-factor 

and dielectric constant of the selective material of Roger 5880, 

Roger 4350 and FR-4. The dielectric constant values between 

the theoretical dielectric constant and the calculated dielectric 

constant using the equation is acceptable with only little 

number of errors. 
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